Abstract. Every separable coordinate system for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation gij W.Wj. =0 corresponds to a family of n-conformal Killing tensors in involution, but the converse is false. For general n we find a practical characterization of those families of conformal Killing tensors that correspond to variable separation, orthogonal or not.
1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the separation of variables problem for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation ( 
Oxi(V-giJOxj)--O g:det(giy ).
It is straightforward to show that any coordinate system yielding (product) R-separation of (1.2) also yields (additive) separation of (1.1). (We have also shown for flat space and n 3, 4 that the converse holds, i.e., the two equations separate in exactly the same coordinate systems, orthogonal or not [2] , [3] .) In 1891 Stickel [4] showed that (1. Moon and Spencer [5] show that (1.2) admits orthogonal R-separable solutions, i.e., solutions of the form -eHT: Ai [6] for a discussion of condition (1.6).) In practice, to determine the orthogonal R-separable coordinate systems for the Laplace equation on the manifold V, one first finds all orthogonal separable systems for the HamiltonJacobi equation (1.1) and then determines for each system whether or not conditions (1.5) and (1.6) can be satisfied. For nonorthogonal coordinates the relationship is similar but more complicated, see [2] , [3] .
The relation between variable separation for ( [7] , [8] for the equation g'J OiWjW= E with E 4:0.
2. The orthogonai case. Let {xJ} be a local orthogonal coordinate system on V and let ds2-gijdxidxJ-nj2(dxJ) 2 1) The space admits n-1 conformal Killing tensors a , fl= 1,...,n-1 such that the n tensors (gij, a} -#) } form a linearly independent set at each point x.
2) The roots p('t)for each of the characteristic equations det(aj [1] , [9] . The theorem is not very useful in a practical sense because of the difficulty in deciding when the vector fields ()ki(h)} defined by (2.11) are normalizable, i.e., when there exists an orthogonal coordinate system (y) such that ()q(h)) is orthogonal to the coordinate surface yh const, for each h 1,. .,n.
To solve this problem we recall some classical results in differential geometry that can be found in Eisenhart's book [1] . Given a family of orthogonal vector fields (N(h)(X), _< h -< n } we define their coefficients of rotation "Ylh k by Let a g be a tensor field with n roots P 1,"" ", Pn (not necessarily distinct) and let be a corresponding orthonormal set of eigenvectors:
(2.14) 1) The (A()) are second order symmetries of (1.1), i.e., the (a})) are conformal Killing tensors.
2) The (A()) are in involution: [A(),A(t)]--0, 1 <_a, fl<_n-1.
3) The set {H,A(1), .,A('-l)} is linearly independent (as n quadratic forms at each point x). (3.6) up to an arbitrary multiplicative factor Q(x). To analyse the structure of these solutions it is convenient to introduce an (n +n2)(n +n2) Stgckel matrix (Oij(xi)), i,j-1,-'-,nl +n2 whose first column (not unique) is subject only to the condition O-det(0,.j)4=0 and whose remaining columns are determined by (3.4) . Then 
10).)
We shall now analyse the structure of these separation equations and their relationship to the commutation properties (3.12). First we derive practical, necessary and sufficient conditions to determine if a given coordinate system (xJ} yields separation for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.1). Let gij be the components of the contravariant metric tensor in these coordinates. It is convenient to reorder the coordinates in a standard form. Let rt be the number of ignorable variables x .Oft he remaining n-n variables, suppose n variables x satisfy gaa =/= O. We relable the variables so that _< a_< n , n + _< n -< n + n2, and n +n 2+ THEOREM 5. Suppose (gij) is in standard form with respect to the variables {xi}. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.1) is separable for this system if and only if:
1) The contravariant metric assumes the form where B B(xr). 2) The metric dg2-Yn la2a(dxa)2--n'+n21nr2(dxr) -q-OagrB-+-QBgra-0 Multiplying both sides of (3.18) by gRgsa and summing on a and fl we find OSPR + ORPS t_ (Or--[3S )gRSg ar--( lot PR),SOR g, fir (3.19) +gRQ"+ gs,Q8 o.
For R S--r in this expression we find (3.20) )rPr-Jr-grQO-O. Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 7, once we show that the O(h are normalizable.
The rest of the proof coincides almost word for word with the proof of [8, Thm. 4] . To see this, we remark that the proof of [8, Thm. 4] (3.14) . Multiplying Examples illustrating the practical application of Theorems 4 and 8 can easily be obtained from the corresponding examples in [7] and [8] .
